
Name....................................................

Art Plumstead Easter Quiz Crawl 2016 
Tiles and Trails

• This Quiz Crawl starts at 2pm at The Rose Inn. 
• You can begin once you have your Question Sheet. 
• Answers should be submitted by 3:30pm at the Old Mill. 
• Late entries can be handed in up until 4pm.  Points will be deducted for entries handed

in after 3:30pm ( -1 point for each minute late).  
• The winner will be announced at 4pm.  
• The route to be followed can be deduced from the clues marked Road. It may be 

helpful to plan your route before you set off. 
• Path indicates an unnamed path. It may not be marked on the map
• Clues on the Picture Sheet are not in order
• The route is approximately one and a half miles long and should take under an hour 

and a half to complete. 
• There are 12 'Happy Easter' eggs to be found along the route. Collect the most to 

win a separate prize
• The route is on roads and footpaths and will involve crossing major roads – please take

care and use the pedestrian crossings.

Road
Sounds like renunciation of lascivious look 
– a poem

Road The way beer is made here

Clue 
What Roman Numerals come after the 
Frying Pan?

Road Bob will enjoy this, by the sound of it

Road Sounds like the judge is coming

Clue Where does Motto 2016 come from?

Path Path Path

Road
Cambridgeshire cathedral twisted and 
trapped in a cinematic nightmare

Road ODD NYLON RAG (anagram)

Clue
1 across, 8 down. What sort of leaf is on 
the tile?

Road BETTER RESORT (anagram)

Clue
What is the name of the factory on the 
Mural?

Road Sounds like row of houses getting hotter

Road A gift for Widdecombe, it's said

Road ODDLY RANG ON (anagram)

Clue
What is pictured on the tile to the left of 
the rabbits?

Road
Sounds like Aston and a Blake's 7 character
got on a Matchless



Road
Crimean commander (who ordered the 
charge of the light brigade) travelled on 
horseback by the sound of it

Clue
What development trust owns the 
information board?

Path Path/Steps/Grass Path/Steps/Grass

Road ADAGIO CARVER (anagram)

Road
Make priest feel older - bring vehicle to a 
halt

Path PCNR (what does it stand for?)

Clue
What is cited as one of the 20 most sighted
birds in London

Road Blackberry interred on the way

Road Weighty oak route

Road WE VARY OR LEAD (anagram)

Clue What year was 70016 built?

Road
Sounds like the ripple of a premature half 
moon

Clue What villas were built in 1880?

Path Naive necklace gait

Clue Where does section 4b end?

Clue
What can't you see where dog walkers 
walk on water?

Road Fight inside candle for 2 up 2 down

Road Former grinder course

Finish MILLET HOLD (anagram)
Notes
The Plumstead Peculiars had a chapel in Waverley Crescent until the 1930s. It then became 
the Plumstead Particular Strict Baptist Chapel.
Matchless is one of the oldest marques of British motorcycles, manufactured in Plumstead, 
between 1899 and 1966.
The Glyndon Estate mural was created in a series of workshops run by Greenwich Mural 
Workshop between January and June 2003.
Vicarage Road was previously know as Deadman's Lane.
The Old Vicarage dates from 1793 and was previously known as Bramblebury before 
becoming St Margaret’s vicarage until the church was demolished.
Plumstead Common Nature reserve is 0.6 hectares of woodland. It is maintained by 
volunteers on the last Sunday of the month at 11am.
Plumstravaganza will take place between the 29th of August and the 11th of September. It is 
about recognising everything Plumstead has to offer and celebrating the contribution made 
by individuals, local groups and small businesses to the community.



Where do the letters come from? (not in order)          Circle the differences (5 to get) 
P (place of worship)

L (estate)

U (shop)

M (shop)

S (place of worship)

T (school)

R (nursery)

A (shop)

V (building)

A (garden)

G (shop)

A (building)

N (nursery)

Z (place of worship)

A (shop)

What's missing? Maths Question (See map - not in order)
Number of dogs per walker 

Multiplied by last digit of Marwan 
Motors phone number

*

Divided by miles from Plumstead 
Common to Barrack Field

/

Minus the number that Destiny Child is 
at

-

Plus the number of mosaic birds (i.e. 
made up of smaller tiles)

+

Minus the first number of the Co. Reg. 
No.

-

Plus the number the Jehovahs 
Witnesses live at 

+

Subtotal '=

Divided by how many inches from the 
face of the wall is property of  the 
Trustees

/

Total '=

Scores 
Letters /15
Differences /5
Missing /3
Maths /8

Bonus for subtotal /2
Bonus for total /2

Total /35



Map

Red dots show roughly where the answers to the Maths Questions on the Picture 
Sheet can be found.

The Quiz Crawl does not go outside of the map. If you’re not on the map, you’re not following the
route! 


